Weapons of War (Head-to-Head)

Which has wreaked more havoc through history: a crossbow or a cannon? Now readers can
find out with this installment in the HeadtoHead series that mashes up famous military
weapons from throughout history. Each of the 20 subjects features a description, color
illustration, and a sidebar of rankings in key categories. Friends flip to random pages and then
battle one another in a chosen category. Covers the history of key military technology from
ancient to modern times.
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nuclear weapons constraints and develop more 'usable' warheads . Daryl Kimball, the head of
the Arms Control Association, said that the. North Korea's nuclear reach is limited. David
Blair examines why a warhead rather than a bomb would take matters to a new level. Today,
the United States and Russia each deploy roughly 1, strategic warheads on several hundred
bombers and missiles, and are.
North Korea claims that it can mount miniaturised nuclear warheads on In , Pakistan's lead
nuclear scientist, Abdul Qadeer Khan, was.
Anti-aircraft weapons, 1,, . It is believed to have in the range of nuclear warheads that it can
launch with intercontinental ballistic. The technology of war may be divided into five
categories. . The copper mace head, yielding higher density and greater crushing power,
represents one of the. A proposal to develop a low-yield warhead for submarine-launched To
deter Russia, US needs new low-yield nukes, says STRATCOM head The Defense
Department is considering a low-yield nuclear weapon for.
The Voice of God weapon â€” a device that projects voices into your head to make you think
God is speaking to you â€” is the military's equivalent.
In modern nuclear weapons, which use both fission and fusion, a single warhead can release
more explosive energy in a fraction of a second than all of the.
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